
Database/Postal Software

§ BCC Software
CATEGORY: Database/Postal Software

PRODUCT: cQuencer, BCC Mail Manager Full Service, BCC
MailManager, BCC Mail Manager LE, Datavolve

COMPANY: BCC Software, 75 Josons Drive, Rochester,
NY14623-3494. Email: info@bccsoftware.com. Phone: 800-453-3130.

cQUENCER: cQuencer is an advanced postal management solution that
can shave valuable time off processing speeds, improve mailpiece deliv-
ery and postal reporting, and ensure the lowest possible postage costs.
Windows, Linux, and AIX compatible, it can arrange complex
First-Class and standard letter statement mailings; supply required USPS
CASS, PAVE and MAC Batch certified processing; and work with users’
printers and inserters to produce the most efficient and economical mail-
ing possible. New Standard Mail option for letters.

BCC MAIL MANAGER SUITE: These high-performance software
packages provide advanced database management and postal-specific
tools suitable for mailing operations of all sizes and specialties.Presorting
(PAVE Gold certified), ZIP + 4/DPV/LACSLink and/or eLOT encoding
(CASS Certified process), address updating, mail shop management
functions, and more. Each tier of BCC Mail Manager software supports
the Intelligent Mail barcode and all mail classes, including the Intelligent
Mail Package Barcode, and includes access to NCOALink and other
list-enhancing Data Marketing Services.

—BCC MAIL MANAGER FULL SERVICE: This premium
presorting and list-management software solution uses a proprietary Ad-
dress Matching Engine to yield enhanced match rates with dramatically
improved processing speeds. With no limit to the size of files, it handles
one’s biggest mailings. Supports Comail (Standard, Periodical and
Mixed Class) for best possible postage optimization. BCC Mail Manager
Full Service includes as standard features most of the optional functional-
ity available to BCC Mail Manager users, including 24/7 automation,en-
hanced merge/purge, along with monthly CASS data updates and more.
BCC Mail Manager Full Service packages are customized for each li-
censee; call for details.

—BCC MAIL MANAGER: This powerful presorting and
list-management software product delivers an array of in-demand postal
preparation functions within a scalable platform that allows
value-minded mailers to build a feature-specific solution that meets their
needs while accommodating a path for future growth. Intelligent Mail
Package Barcode support for parcels.

—BCC MAILMANAGER LE: For small and occasional mailers, this
solution provides an integrated compilation of general database manage-
ment and postal-specific tools. BCC Mail Manager LE’s scalability sets it
apart from the competition, providing an easy entry point into the world
of in-house mail-preparation with a seamless upgrade path.

BCC MAIL MANAGER FULL SERVICE / BCC MAIL MAN-
AGER KEY FEATURES:(Note: For a complete list of BCC Mail Man-
ager LE features, call 800-337-0442.)

DATA MARKETING SERVICES ACCESS: The United States
Postal Service requires mailing lists claiming First-Class Mail or Stan-
dard Mail presort discounts be updated within 95 days of use. BCC Mail
Manager products include wizard-driven list preparation for Move Up-
date processing that provides access to services such as USPS
NCOALink Full Service Provider (FSP, with 48 months of COA data)
and NCOALink Limited Service Provider (LSP, for 18 months) with
ANKLink.Additional processes available include DSF2, LACSLink and
SuiteLink, plus Suppression Services like the Direct Marketing Associa-
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tion Mail Preference Service (Do-Not-Mail), Deceased Master File and
Prison suppression.

ADDRESS RESOLUTION SERVICE (ARS): Developed and main-
tained by Bell and Howell, ARS augments DPV processing by correcting
non-deliverable addresses via name/address/apartment/suite info lookups
from a variety of private databases.

TRACK N TRACE: Track N Trace offers extremely powerful mail in-
telligence and reporting capabilities that leverage mailpiece scan data for
both outbound and inbound mail. Track N Trace helps you and your cus-
tomers gain visibility into the mailstream, driving better performance
across business operations. The service can be accessed using a file up-
load for non BCC Mail Manager Customers or through our best -in-class
BCC Mail Manager Product line. Track N Trace offers support for Full
service ACS and a reseller sight option.

INTELLIGENT MAIL: Support for IM Full Service Discounts in
presorts. Support for IMb (Full service and Basic). Support for
IMTL(Tray labels) ( Basic and Full Service). Support for IMCL (Pallet
label)(Basic and Full Service). eDoc support through Mail.dat — Up-
dating features mean no additional software needed for TEMs testing.
MID Management tools to control serial numbers on all IM barcodes.
CSA Support for First Class Pallets. Esubmission for mail.xml included.

TRUCK DIRECT MAIL: Made available to BCC Software customers
by Direct Logistics, Inc., Truck Direct Mail is an online drop-ship logis-
tics engine that provides end-to-end cost estimates and discount calcula-
tors for mailers considering Destination Entry dropshipping of verified
mailings with NDC/SCF shipping destinations already determined.
Truck Direct Mail quote generation capabilities are currently built into
BCC Mail Manager and BCC Mail Manager Full Service.

CASS CERTIFIED PROCESS: ZIP + 4/DPV/LACSLink encode mil-
lions of records/hour (depending upon hardware configuration).Encodes
three address lines and up to three address blocks with three address lines
each. Auto ZIP + 4 button automatically encodes records as they are
added to a list; single records or selected groups can also been coded.
City/State data automatically applied after ZIP Code is entered;incorrect
street or city names are automatically updated. Prints multiple copies of
CASS reports (Form 3553). Augments traditional presorting and helps
users streamline list efficiency by identifying addresses determined to be
invalid(and thus likely undeliverable) according to USPS data files.USPS
LACS:Link Checks address lists against areas that have undergone per-
manent address conversions using a database consisting of address
changes, obtained and verified by the USPS, that have been made primar-
ily to enhance Emergency 911 system response in local areas.These per-
manent address conversions typically involve the renumbering and re-
naming of existing city-style addresses or the changing of Rural Route
and Highway Contract addresses to city-style addresses, to increase the
speed of potential emergency response.

PAVE GOLD CERTIFIED: In 26 presort categories, 29 related op-
tions,12 statements.

EXCEPTIONAL DISPATCH: Used to deliver portions of a Periodi-
cals mailing to Post Office facilities other than the original entry.

SIMPLIFIED ADDRESSING: Enables the use of only a single record
for an entire simplified route. Walk Sequence Saturation can be commin-
gled, as well, with the records processed in a single list.

MULTI-THREADED BACKGROUND PROCESSING: Lets users
simultaneously initiate multiple tasks, allowing priority control while
BCC Mail Manager provides progress, speed and completion times for
each task. For example, users can ZIP + 4 encode one list while presorting
another, importing yet another list and preparing others for Move Update
processing.
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IMPORTING FILES SUPPORTED: The following formats (file
types) can be imported into BCC Mail Manager: Borland Paradox,dBase,
Delimited file, Fixed Length (CR/LF) file, FoxPro, VideojetJSII, Label
Images Disk, Microsoft Access or Excel, Standard ASCII Fixed Length,
SQL, MS ADO, USPS CDS, and any existing BCC Mail Manager list.

JOIN/SPLIT FIELDS: A simple drag and drop process joins or splits
any number of fields during import. Split a Full Name field into First
Name and Last Name fields for easy creation of personalized letters.

CREATE LAYOUTS FOR LISTS: Create unique layouts for each list
or use one master layout. Or use one of 10 standard mailing and data tem-
plates. Adjusting a layout’s field number and content is drag-and-drop
easy. Choose from more than 100 fields commonly found in mailing lists.
Standard fields include Name, Company, Delivery Addresses, City, State,
ZIP + 4, POSTNET barcode, Optional Endorsement Line, and IMB.

MODIFY LAYOUTS: Click and drag to make immediate layout
changes, any time. Quick and easy field adjustment and alignment:
useAuto Field Alignment, Flush Right, Flush Left, and Centered while
creating or modifying layouts.

EXPORTING FILES SUPPORTED: Export to the most widely used
formats: Borland Paradox, dBase/FoxPro, delimited, fixed
length(CR/LF), Access, Excel, SQL and standard ACSII fixed length.
Selectivity can be turned on or off for all import/export functions.

GEOCODING: Enables user to generate precise latitude/ longitude co-
ordinates for a given address, and extrapolate geographic data relative to
other list records.

PS 8125/8125-C FORMS: BCC Mail Manager supports the documenta-
tion required for Plant Verified Drop Ship (PVDS) mailing certifica-
tions:Form 8125, for single PVDS jobs transported to a destination postal
facility; and Form 8125-C providing standardized formatting to report
multiple PVDS mailings cleared at origin on the same day for entry at a
single postal facility using the same vehicle.

WEB UPDATE FEATURE: Enables automated upgrade notification
with one-step downloading of BCC Mail Manager Web updates.

GENDER ASSIGNMENT: Fill Gender fields automatically, based on
an internal database of more than 21,000 first names.

SMART CAPS: Convert entries to mixed case, all upper case or all
lower case.

FILTERS: Remove spaces; strip leading zeroes or high-bit characters
field by field.

EXPRESSION BUILDER: For powerful production of complex nested
expressions. This feature virtually eliminates the need for FoxPro and
similar programs.

WINDOWS PRINTING INTEGRATION: Customizable printing en-
gine enables users to use Windows- and non-Windows-based printers.

HIGH-END INKJET SUPPORT: BCC Mail Manager / Full Service
/LE support output files to proprietary data formats used by printers in-
cluding Domino, Kodak/Versamark, MCS Pro Inkjet, Winkjet, SureJet,
Scitex, Buskro, Videojet Print Mail and VIP series, Prism,Astrojet, and
Heidelberg SE125 and SE163.

PACKAGING/MOVING LISTS: Allows users to compress all files as-
sociated with a list (including presorts and reports) and moves them to any
BCC Mail Manager-enabled computer. Great for archives and backups.

LIST MAINTENANCE: Features Hide and Unhide Records, Delete
Records, Remove Duplicates, Modify Selected Records, Filtering, List
Back Up, Create Sublists, Delete Lists, Print Directory of Lists, and more.

LABEL DESIGNER: Use Standard Fields in Auto Label Designer or

drag-and-drop fields from layout. Modify layouts by clicking
and-dragging for custom changes or by using one of over 70 tem-
plates.Create unique layouts and save as templates for each list or use
master layout. Standard Fields include Name, Company, Delivery Ad-
dresses,City, State, ZIP + 4, IMB barcode and Optional Endorsement
Line. Built-in Auto Field Alignment (Flush Right, Flush Left, Cen-
tered)tool. Special Label Fields include Visual Pack/Sack Separator,Con-
stant Text, List Name, Modulus 10 Check Digit, Optional Endorsement
Line, PLANET Code, POSTNET barcode, Intelligent Mail barcode, Re-
cord Number, Sack/Pack Numbers, Sequential Label Number,ZIP + 4
Delivery Point Combination, In-county indicator, ACS Keyline,
North/South (vertical) label orientation, multi-up forms labels,
multi-layout labels, graphics and text box capabilities, multi-up duplex
labels printed in stack order, and more than 30 output print to file formats.

MACHINE READABLE AND VISUAL SEPARATORS: Markings
provided include edge and line scan codes, asterisks, small or large
blocks, and pound signs. These markings identify pack, sack and tray
breaks for high-speed scanning equipment. Visual separators include11
different pack codes and 17 sack codes.

CUSTOMIZED REPORTS GENERATOR: Create customized user
defined reports with a report generation wizard. Utilize logos/graphics,
page headers and footers as well as sum and totals capabilities with cross
tabs and multi-pass reports.

BCC MAIL MANAGER / BCC MAIL MANAGER FULL SER-
VICE ADVANCED FEATURES AND OPTIONS: (Note: The fol-
lowing functionality packages are available as standard or optional fea-
tures in BCC Mail Manager or BCC Mail Manager Full Service.For more
information about specific features sets for each product,or for a list of the
options available for BCC Mail Manager / LE, call 800-337-0442.)

TASKMASTER: Allows pre-set execution of individual steps within a
mailing job, or entire jobs, with little or no operator interaction at the time
of execution. Users can set up any series of tasks using TaskMaster’s“Re-
corder” or by writing a script, then playback tasks any time with a single
keystroke. Automated processing without re-entering job data boosts ef-
ficiency and saves time and money. Includes support for automated pack-
aging and transmission/receipt of address-updating jobs via Data Mar-
keting Services, extensive batch presorting functionality, and other effi-
ciency-boosting features. Also supports the submission of Track N Trace
jobs through BCC Mail Manager and BCC Mail Manager Full Service.
Paradox and Tab-Delimited files.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-453-3130 or email
info@bccsoftware.com.

§ Bell and Howell
CATEGORY: Database/Postal Software

PRODUCT: NetSort & IQ Software Suite

COMPANY: Bell and Howell, 3791 S. Alston Ave., Durham, NC
27713. Phone: 800-220-3030.

NETSORT: This sorting software platform is built on item-level track-
ing and scalable client-server architecture. NetSort enables users to not
just meet the new USPS requirements for full-service use of Intelligent
Mail barcodes (IMb) but also realize additional discounts and revenue op-
portunities. NetSort is available as an upgrade on a wide range of sorting
platforms. The USPS offers basic service and full-service options for im-
plementing the IMb. While the full-service option has many benefits such
as additional discounts, free Address Correction Service (ACS) and free
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start-the-clock information, in can involve a significant implementation
effort. NetSort provides the technology to minimize the effort required
and will manage 45-day barcode uniqueness and capture relationships for
the mailpiece, trays and containers in the user’s sorting environment;
crate and support submission of electronic mailing reports and messaging
(Mail.dat & Mail.XML); and allow for multiple CAPS (Centralized Ac-
counting Processing System) under Full Service. NetSort also provides
Item-Level Tracking, offers a wide range of scheme creation/sorting op-
tions, and optional integration to Track n Trace.

IQ SOFTWARE SUITE: The IQ Software Suite is the result of integrat-
ing the industry’s leading technologies into one modular and scalable so-
lution. From optimizing a customer’s message impact and relevancy to
tracking data and job efficiency, the IQ Software Suite is all mailers need
to manage, automate and raise productivity in the most secure and com-
prehensive manner possible. For users in operations, marketing, IT, cus-
tomer service and accounting, IQ software is a solution for increasing
overall quality and efficiency; enhancing marketing and message rele-
vancy; providing real-time visibility and analysis; protecting one’s in-
vestment; and lowering costs. Modules of the solution are available as a
software package or as a hosted service, providing companies with more
options for how and where they invest and manage their IT personnel and
infrastructure. Modules include:

PERFORMANCE IQ: The Performance IQ solution set provides tools
for real-time monitoring and control of production operations. These so-
lutions assist with managing production processes throughout the mail
room, and help identify inefficiencies in jobs, machines and operators, as
well as assuring that every item satisfies company and regulatory integ-
rity and quality standards. The solutions track and analyze activities on
virtually any system from any manufacturer at one or more facilities, and
include easy-to-use and dynamic reporting services that can also export
data for 3rd party systems.

DATA IQ: The Data IQ solution set gives users the ability to personalize
data elements for timely, accurate and cost-effective delivery of commu-
nications via print or electronic channels. Preparation of data may include
pre-qualification of mail for postal discounts; document enhancement to
improve message effectiveness; application of barcodes and control file
creation for operational integrity; or data preparation for reporting, elec-
tronic delivery and online viewing.

POSTAL IQ: Postal IQ ensures all account infor-
mation satisfies postal quality standards and easily
creates required postal reports. In addition, multi-
ple jobs can be digitally co-mingled providing
greater savings by creating deeper densities and
volumes across ZIP codes. Postal IQ can also man-
age and update postage reports so that postage paid
is always reflective of actual mail sent.

eMESSAGING IQ: The Bell and Howell eMessaging service enables
one’s company to deliver bill, statement, and marketing content together
with personalized messages via a branded website or mobile app plat-
form. The service will have users up and running in days, and not require
one’s business to acquire the skills, software, and infrastructure necessary
to meet customer demand for receiving information when and where they
want it. Bell and Howell will store customers’ data for months or years in
a state-of-the-art facility designed to keep their new service securely up
and running, 24 hours, 7 days a week.

COMPOSE: Compose software is a web-based tool that enables the cre-
ation of personalized, intuitive document design. Through a central object
repository, business objects are stored and re-used for optimal control and
efficiency while dramatically reducing development time.

§ Melissa Data Corp.
CATEGORY: Database/Postal Software

PRODUCT: Contact Zone®, Suppression Services, FTP Automation
for NCOALink®, Mailing Lists, Move Update Service, Canadian Na-
tional Change of Address Processing, MatchUp, Address Verification
and CASS™ processing.

COMPANY: Melissa Data Corp., 22382 Avenida Empresa, Rancho
Santa Margarita, CA 92688-2112. Phone: 800-800-MAIL

LIST PROCESSING: Canada NCOA and USPS NCOALink Move
Update address correction and updating to reduce undeliver-
able-as-addressed mail and qualify for postal discounts. Secure, auto-
mated 24/7 FTP submission offers no minimum charges per file or set up
fees – and turnaround for most jobs in 20 minutes or less. Low price guar-
anteed – we will beat any competitor’s price! Suppression services in-
clude Deceased, Do-Not Mail and Inmate. Email and Phone Append ser-
vices also available.

MAILING LISTS: Instant access to qualified sales leads via saturation,
new mover, business and property owner mailings lists, to name a few.
Melissa Data also offers specialty mailing lists that target in-demand
prospects like medical professionals, registered voters, recent graduates
and automobile owners. The lists are regularly updated and are USPS®
and CASS™ processed, plus they are guaranteed to be 100% deliverable.
For high-volume list buyers Melissa Data offers its LeadGen Xpress
APIs, which allow users to easily get counts and pull lists online 24/7. It is
easily integrated into custom applications and available lists include Con-
sumer, Business, and Saturation.

CONTACT ZONE: Take your mailings to the next level with Contact
Zone®, an enterprise data quality and address management tool that is
flexible, user-friendly and allows users to easily script/set-up mailing
jobs. Contact Zone®, works as an end-to-end solution for pulling-in data
from virtually any data source or file format. It makes integration easy be-
cause it is scalable, features broad connectivity, and has a drag-and-drop
interface.

Contact Zone® Features:

—GLOBAL VERIFY: Ensure the global deliverability of products and
services by verifying addresses in over 240 countries and territories.
Eliminate returns and save on postage when contact information is con-
sistent with local postal standards; add latitude and longitude information
to U.S. & Canadian addresses.

—CONTACT VERIFY: Standardize, verify, and correct U.S. and Ca-
nadian addresses; parse names, genderize, and detect suspicious words or
companies in name fields; geocode addresses by assigning rooftop lati-
tude/longitude coordinates and generate USPS® CASS™ Form 3553 for
mailings.

—PERSONATOR: Verifies a name corresponds to an address, email,
and phone number; appends missing name, company name, phone num-
ber, and/or email address to your records; and provides current addresses
for people and companies that have moved going back 20+ years.
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RECOMPOSE: ReCompose software helps mailers improve the ap-
pearance, relevance and traceability of documents to make every commu-
nication. ReCompose is a printstream manipulation software that can
modify the appearance of print-ready output without having to
re-engineer a legacy billing or statement application.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-220-3030. Or, click
www.bellhowell.net.

Postal IQ Code
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—SMARTMOVER: U.S. & Canadian change-of-address processing to
update the addresses of people or businesses that have moved; Access
USPS® NCOALink® and Canada Post NCOA data and meet USPS®
Move-Update requirements for discounts.

—MATCHUP: Gain a unified view of contact data across your organi-
zation by identifying duplicate records with domain-specific knowledge
of contact information. Implement three custom merge-purge functions
and find near-data matches with industry-accepted ‘fuzzy matching’ al-
gorithms.

—POSTAL PRESORT: Presort for First-Class™ and Standard Mail®
discounts and presort any CASS™ processed list with ZIP + 4 codes;
generate qualification reports and postage statements.

—IP LOCATOR: Reduce fraud and geo-target prospects by identifying
a web visitor’s geographic location.

MAILING AND SHIPPING APIs: A collection of fully scriptable API
components you can integrate into your custom application for U.S. and
Canadian address verification, postal presorting, and delivery indication:

—ADDRESS OBJECT: Offers a CASS Certified engine to verify and
standardize addresses to USPS specs and adds the ZIP + 4, Carrier Route,
and Delivery Point codes to the validated addresses. An add-on is avail-
able to verify, correct and standardize Canadian addresses to SERP re-
quirements.

—PRESORT OBJECT: A PAVE CERTIFIED solution to sort qualify-
ing mail pieces for maximum postal discounts and direct mail savings.

—RBDI: Helps reduce shipping costs and improve overall shipping op-
erations by verifying the delivery type as either residential or business.

REFERENCE DATA: Use ZIP*Data, Canadian Postal Data,
FONE*Data, and Geo*Data to verify and link ZIP codes and phone num-
bers to corresponding geographic data.

FREE LOOKUPS: A free site providing access to tools to quickly verify
a mailing address, update phone numbers, and access the latest demo-
graphic data on states, cities, and counties, find carrier route maps, and
much more.

CONTACT: For more information on Melissa Data products call
800-800-MAIL, visit www.MelissaData.com, and follow us on Twitter
@melissadata.

§ Neopost USA
CATEGORY: Database/Postal Software

PRODUCT: Bulk Mailer

COMPANY: Neopost USA, 478 Wheelers Farms Rd., Milford, CT
06460. Phone: 800-NEOPOST (636-7678).

BULK MAILER: Make your mailing operation much more productive
with Neopost’s Bulk Mailer® software (powered by Satori). Prepare
USPS® compliant direct mail faster and more easily. Increase mail
deliverability, navigate complex postal regulations and achieve the low-
est postage rates. Superior productivity features include wizard-based
processes, reusable task templates, comprehensive data exchange and an
unmatched mail piece designer. Enjoy unsurpassed mail preparation with
features such as CASS Certified™ address correction, PAVE™ certified
postal presorting, list cleaning, and so much more. Upgrade to Bulk
Mailer Business for faster performance with the largest address data files.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-NEOPOST (636-7678) or
click www.neopostinc.com.

§ BCC Software
CATEGORY: Document Printing Software

PRODUCTS: PlanetPress

COMPANY: BCC Software, 75 Josons Drive, Rochester, NY
14623-3494. Email: info@bccsoftware.com. Phone: 800-453-3130.

PLANETPRESS: Developed by Objectif Lune and offered by BCC
Software, PlanetPress composition and enhancement software offers an
optimal method for the creation, management and distribution of business
documents. It enables one-to-one marketing, transactional printing and
more, allowing for precise communication customization.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-453-3130 or email
info@bccsoftware.com.

§ Bell and Howell
CATEGORY: Document Printing Software

PRODUCTS: cQuencer and PlanetPress

COMPANY: Bell and Howell, 75 Josons Drive, Rochester NY
14623-3494. Phone: 800-337-0442.

cCQUENCER: cQuencer is an advanced postal management solution
that can shave valuable time off processing speeds, improve mailpiece
delivery and postal reporting, and ensure the lowest possible postage
costs. Windows or AIX compatible, it can arrange complex First-Class
statement mailings; supply required USPS CASS and MAC Batch certi-
fied processing; and work with users’ printers and inserters to produce the
most efficient and economical mailing possible.

PLANETPRESS: Developed by Objectif Lune and offered by Bell and
Howell, PlanetPress composition and enhancement software offers an
optimal method for the creation, management and distribution of business
documents.

CONTACT: For more information, call 800-337-0442. Or click
www.bellhowell.net.

§ BUSKRO LTD.
CATEGORY: Document Printing Software

PRODUCT: Compose IQ Software

COMPANY: Buskro LTD., 1738 Orangebrook Court – Unit # 1,
Pickering, ON L1W 3G8 Canada. Key Contact: Michelle Sanz / Shawn
Caldwell. Phone: 888-828-7576.

COMPOSE IQ SOFTWARE: Buskro inkjet controllers come
equipped with Buskro’s Compose IQ software package. The
easy-to-use,Windows-based WYSIWYG interface and its powerful lay-
out editor allows the user to fully customize their print job quickly and
easily.Compose IQ also features advanced functions for matched mail
(read and print), master/slave, post print verification, production audit re-
porting,real time multi-zone tracking, and is easily integrated with read-
ing devices such as camera systems, barcode readers and magnetic stripe
readers to increase personalization and integrity. Buskro’s unique
one-to-one data relationship allows its tracking system to follow products
over multiple transport zones in real time without the use of data buffers.
This provides greater integrity and minimizes the risk of mismatches.

FEATURES: Compose IQ can accept data in virtually any format and can
utilize any true type font. All commonly used barcodes are built into Com-
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